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The National Institute for Museums and Public Collections 
(NIMOZ) was established by the Minister of Culture and National 
Heritage of Poland in 2011. 

The mission of NIMOZ is to:
● Develop and implement national policies for some 800+ 

museums housing  some 16 million objects;
● Instigate new legal solutions for museums;
● Assist museums in a wide range of activities;
● Provide expert advice on digitisation and develop an 

integrated database for museum  collections;
● Gather and disseminate relevant knowledge, see, for 

example, an online register of museums in Poland, the Art 
Loss Register, a list of museum courses in Further and 
Higher Education.

http://nimoz.pl/pl/bazy-danych/wykaz-muzeow-w-polsce/baza-muzeow-w-polsce
http://nimoz.pl/pl/bazy-danych/krajowy-wykaz-zabytkow-skradzionych
http://nimoz.pl/pl/bazy-danych/krajowy-wykaz-zabytkow-skradzionych
http://nimoz.pl/pl/bazy-danych/wykaz-studiow-z-zakresu-muzealnictwa-i-ochrony-zbiorow-20162017
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● See our ITWG'16 presentation and report

● Key facts about the Polish AAT Project:

● The AAT is being promoted as a major scholarly resource 
for Polish academics, museum professionals and students; 

● Intended for use specifically by museums in Poland;
● Key aims: to adhere more closely to international 

terminological and technical standards, enhancing access 
to cultural heritage in Poland and exposure of Polish 
scholarship;

● Project led strictly by NIMOZ; 17 December 2013: Letter of 
Agreement for Contributions signed between GRI and 
NIMOZ.

Polish AAT:  Project summary up to August 2016 

https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/bentkowska-kafel_zaucha_aat_polish_2016.pdf
http://digitalizacja.nimoz.pl/baza-wiedzy/raporty-sprawozdania/itwg-getty


● The Polish edition of AAT conceived by NIMOZ as part of a 
major revision of specialist terminology used in museums 
in Poland (it is not an independent project) — to create a 
single resource to supersede multiple vocabularies 
currently in use.

● Started in 2013; carried out under the Kultura+ national 
funding programme; from 2016 intended as a part of the 
e-museum Project, aiming to modernise and digitise 
museum collections in Poland.

● An external expert advisory board appointed by NIMOZ; 
20+ subject specialists (mostly museum curators) hired to 
carry out the translations under NIMOZ’s management.

Polish AAT:  Project summary up to August 2016 



A new dictionary for Polish museums - a 
reminder of the general concept
 

This new dictionary from NIMOZ has been 
conceived as a national, inductive aggregator 
of terminology used by museums in Poland. It 
will contribute Polish data to the Getty’s AAT. 

The new dictionary is an intermediate resource 
intended to also consist of candidate concepts 
and terms, and local hierarchies (or candidate 
alternatives). Through standardisation of 
terminology, local vocabularies are to be 
reconciled with the new dictionary, rather than 
directly with AAT. When enhanced by adding 
Polish terms, the AAT is expected to become a 
reference standard.



Loss of major, long-term funding
● The Kultura+ programme ended in 2015;
● The Ministry of Digital Affairs launches a new programme, 

Kronik@, which suspends the funding of earlier strategic 
museum projects;

● As a result, the e-muzea Project, which meant to fund the AAT 
Project, is not funded;

● Also unsuccessful was a joint application by NIMOZ and the 
National Museum in Kraków to the National Programme for 
the Development of Humanities for funding the AAT & 
Iconclass translation 2017-22.

● Limited funds restrict the scope and schedule of work; 
● Limited ability to embed some AAT work within NIMOZ's 

statutory activities. 

Polish AAT:  Funding and organisation 2016-2017 



● Personnel changes at NIMOZ: a new coordinator;

● NIMOZ has focused on the internal review of work since 
2013; the review is to be completed by November 2017.

● NIMOZ worked on the terms translated into  Polish 
between 2014-2016, editing this material and preparing it 
for submission to GRI for online publication. 

● No new translation work has been commissioned.

● NIMOZ continues collaborating with Arch-Info, the provider 
of IT solutions for museums.

Polish AAT:  Funding and organisation 2016-2017 



● For collaborative translation and editing work, the Polish 
AAT Project relies on an online, commercially available 
platform, the Midas Browser system. 

● Testing the technical suitability of the implemented online 
platform, Midas Browser, http://slowniki.nimoz.pl/nimoz/        
to generate Polish data in formats required by the GRI - 
resolving a problem with the missing and/or mismatched 
fields/data;

Polish AAT Project: Technical developments 

http://slowniki.nimoz.pl/nimoz/




The Midas 
interface always 
displays the 
Polish 
translation 
alongside the 
original AAT 
record and its 
place within the 
hierarchy.



 MIDAS Browser design feature: equivalence of AAT  concepts 
and terms 



Current work
Revision and editing of the some 8,500 terms submitted by the 
translators 



Current work
Compiling more detailed guidelines for translators and editors, 
based on the experience gained to date.

example of proposed 
rules:
 • refrain from creation 
of neologisms (no 
Polish term (other flag: 
N)); translate only 
scope note - as an 
explanation of a 
foreign term: 
bright (brush) (ang.) 
- Pędzel artystyczny 
zakończony 
prostokątnie, z 
włosiem krótszym niż 
w typowym pędzlu 
płaskim.



The National Museum in Krakow is conducting a digitization 
project Closer to the Culture” funded by the European Union 
under the government Operational Programme Digital Poland, 
2016.10 - 2019.09: conservation, photographic equipment, 
computer hardware and software, www, digitization, 
cataloguing (descriptive metadata), tagging, etc. 
The project includes editing controlled vocabulary:
● bibliography
● artists’ dictionary
● keywords index
● materials
● techniques
● objects / genre
● agents

etc.



The editing process involves mapping three controlled 
vocabularies onto AAT
● materials
● techniques
● objects / genre



Assigning the AAT equivalents is in fact same as translating into 
English, as an adequate term must be found (or its lack 
determined). 

Once this work is completed, the data can be further reworked:

<http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/300026767> <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#prefLabel> "wizytówka"@pl.

http://vocab.getty.edu/aat/300026767
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#prefLabel


Museum terminology can determine progress and direction of 
translation efforts, aiming them at the most needed elements.

top to bottom 
(deductive):
basic facets
and hierarchies 
to give users 
general idea

bottom up 
(inductive):
only museum’s 
terms, and 
fill-ins on their 
hierarchical 
ascent



● Implementation of changes to the MIDAS Browser system 
that are necessary to make the transfer of Polish data to 
the GRI possible, seen as a priority.

● Editing the material that has been translated; locating  and 
selecting relevant Polish literature, keeping the sources 
up-to-date. This work tends to be time consuming and at 
times particularly difficult, e.g. for some terms Wikipedia 
citations are available, but no recorded scholarly use 
and/or literature

● Seeking new funding for further translation of AAT terms. 
● NIMOZ's Director's commitment to continue with the Polish 

edition of AAT in collaboration with the Getty as soon as 
funding becomes available.

Polish AAT:  Future work
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